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Abstract—Many pathogenic mutations percolate to protein
dysfunction by altering dynamics. Reconstructing protein en-
ergy landscapes promises to relate dynamics to function but is
generally infeasible due to the disparate spatio-temporal scales
involved. Recent algorithmic innovation allows reconstructing
energy landscapes of medium-size proteins in the presence
of sufficient prior wet-laboratory structure data. The ability
to do so on healthy and pathogenic variants of a protein is
renewing the need for landscape analysis and comparison.
Here we describe a novel landscape analysis method that
detects altered landscape features in response to mutations
and allows formulating hypotheses on the impact of mutations
on (dys)function. This work opens up interesting avenues into
automated analysis and summarization of landscapes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many pathogenic mutations percolate to protein dysfunc-
tion by affecting structural rearrangements via which a
protein regulates interactions with molecular partners. Such
mutations change the energy landscape that organizes struc-
tures of a protein by their potential energies, changing basins
(corresponding to thermodynamically-stable and semi-stable
structural states) and/or the basin-separating barriers regulat-
ing basin-to-basin diffusions [1]. Currently, no wet- or dry-
laboratory technique can fully and on its own reconstruct
energy landscapes of any protein of interest [2].

Over the years, our laboratory has proposed and refined
stochastic optimization algorithms that obtain new structures
of a protein sequence under investigation via sampling over
a carefully-selected variable space [3]–[9]. The variables
are extracted via Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of
experimentally-known structures collected for a protein’s
healthy and diseased variants from the PDB (leveraging the
steady attention from wet laboratories on proteins central
to human biology). The latest molecular mechanics-based
energy functions in the Amber suite are also integrated [4].
It is now possible to compute detailed, sample-based repre-
sentations of Amber energy landscapes feasibly (a few CPU
days) for different variants of a protein of interest [4].

In this paper, we present a novel method to address
the following problem: given an ensemble of computed
structures, automatically reconstruct the underlying energy
landscape. The method employs concepts from topological
and statistical analysis of high-dimensional spatial data. It

analyzes a given set of energy-evaluated samples (represent-
ing structures of a protein sequence under investigation) and
automatically identifies the basins containing the samples.
The method exposes the deepest point in a basin, which,
alongside with saddle points allows extracting quantitative
descriptors of a landscape. The latter allow quantitative com-
parison of landscapes of healthy and pathogenic variants of a
protein, opening up interesting avenues into landscape min-
ing techniques and formulation of thermodynamics-based
hypotheses on how mutations percolate to (dys)function.

Section I-A places the proposed landscape analysis
method in the context of related work. The method is
detailed in Section II. Section III evaluates the method on
many sequence variants of an enzyme central to human
biology. The evaluation exposes several mechanisms of in-
terest by which oncogenic and non-oncogenic but syndrome-
causing mutations alter features of the energy landscape
and in turn impact the wildtype (WT) structural dynamics.
An interesting avenue is also related on how the proposed
method opens the way for machine learning over energy
landscapes. The paper concludes in Section IV.

A. Related Work

Let the domain comprised by the variables selected to
represent a protein structure be D ⊆ Rd (d ≥ 1), with d
denoting dimensionality. Let e(x) be the energy function de-
fined on D, emin = minx∈D e(x) and emax = maxx∈D e(x).
For an energy level c ∈ [emin, emax], let L(c) = {x ∈ D :
e(x) ≤ c} (the region at and below c). Generally speaking,
basins are low-energy regions L(c) for some energy level
c that contain at least one local minimum of e(x) and a
saddle point on the boundary. Basins may have a hierarchical
structure; a smaller basin can be a subset of a larger one.
This hierarchical structure (basins within basins) has long
been recognized in protein energy landscapes [2]. An energy
landscape analysis method ought to reveal such a structure.

Problems related to landscape analysis arise in other
disciplines. There is a rich literature on topological summa-
rization of cosmological data [10]–[12]. In this paper, the
focus is on geometric features of spatial data (in particular,
basins). A related method analyzes a nearest-neighbor graph
of structures, seeking critical points in the graph [13]. In



contrast, the proposed method analyzes the smoothed and
interpolated energy landscape. The latter handles both the
ruggedness of the landscape and the non-uniform sampling
density obtained from sampling-based algorithms. Addition-
ally, the basins identified by our method are subregions of
the landscape itself and have clear boundaries that facilitate
both visualization and extraction of quantitative descriptors.

II. METHODS

The SoPriM algorithm [6] and its faster version, So-
PriMp [3], are robotics-inspired algorithms that leverage
experimentally-known structures to obtain an ensemble of
structures that constitutes a discrete, sample-based repre-
sentation of the energy landscape of a protein sequence
of interest. Both algorithms do not directly operate in
the structure space of a protein, so as to circumvent the
dimensionality issue, but instead compute samples that rep-
resent structures in a low-dimensional variable space of
principal components (PCs). Fast transformations between
the variable space and the all-atom structure space allow
the algorithms to obtain low-energy, all-atom structures. We
refer the interested reader to work in [3] for more details. In
this paper, the samples analyzed by the proposed landscape
analysis method are generated by SoPriMp (due to its higher
exploration capability [6]) and correspond to computed, all-
atom structures with associated Amber ff14SB energies.

The proposed method is referred to as Basin Finder from
now on. It explicitly reconstructs a landscape by finding
basins and saddles. Its application here is limited to analysis
of 3D samples, using as observations the first two coordi-
nates (PC1, PC2) of SoPriMp-computed samples and the
Amber ff14SB energy values of the structures corresponding
to the samples. In principle, all coordinates can be used (typ-
ically ranging from 10 to 25), but increasing dimensionality
adds to the computational cost of the analysis. We note that
in cases where SoPriMp can be employed to obtain sample-
based representations of energy landscapes, the top two PCs
capture more than 50% of the structural variance, and the top
three capture well above 70% of the variance. The emphasis
on reasonable computational costs is due to the objective
to apply Basin Finder in a comparative analysis setting,
screening dozens or more variants of a protein in search of
energetic features to summarize, categorize, and elucidate
the impact of mutations on dysfunction.

Basin Finder: Finding Basins and Saddles

Basin Finder first finds the α-convex hull [14], [15] of
the PC1-PC2 sample locations and defines a 2D grid over
the samples in the hull; the distance between adjacent grid
points is controlled via a parameter δ1. The collection of
the grid points is denoted as Smax. The energy of each grid
point is estimated via kernel regression.

Four kernels are evaluated on the trade-off between
computational speed and accuracy. Three kernels available

under python’s sklearn library, Gaussian, Epanechnikov,
and Tricube are compared to one another and an in-house
implementation of a bounded-support Gaussian kernel. In
each, the energy estimate of each grid point x is the weighted
average of observed sample energies. The sklearn-available
kernels sum up the contribution from each sample in the
α-convex hull, weighting the contribution of each sample
based on the sample distance (in PC1-PC2 space) to the
grid point whose energy is being estimated. The in-house
implementation of a bounded support kernel considers only
samples within an h-radius neighborhood centered at a grid
point and is supported by a proximity-query data structure
(kd-tree), which expediently extracts the nearest neighbors
of a grid point, yielding computational savings.

Kernel regression is a smoothing technique that is central
in spatial data analysis; the amount of smoothing is con-
trolled by h. Energy landscapes reconstructed with all-atom
energy functions, such as Amber ff14SB here, are overly
rugged [2]. Kernel regression is a mechanism to reduce the
ruggedness and address non-uniform density of samples.

Let cmax and cmin be the (estimated) minimum and
maximum energy on Smax. Basin Finder iteratively de-
creases the energy level c, starting from cmax by a small
step δ2, detecting when basins split, and storing detected
basins and basin-separating saddle points in a list Ω for
further visualization and quantitative analysis. A recursive
implementation of Basin Finder is shown in pseudocode in
Algo 1. The initial arguments are Smax, cmax, and Ω.

Algorithm 1 Basin Finder(S, c,Ω)

1: if S = ∅ then
2: return
3: ∂S ← bd(S){//boundary of S using the α-convex hull}
4: k ← nb(∂S){ //number of separated boundaries in ∂S}

{//no basin splitting detected}
5: if k = 1 then
6: c← c− δ2 { //lower energy}
7: Sk ← subset of S with energy ≤ c { //update

lower-level set}

{//basin splitting detected}
8: else
9: {S1, . . . , Sk}
{ //subsets of S with separate boundaries are new
basins}

10: saddlei,j ← saddle point btw basins Si, Sj

11: Ω← Ω ∪ {S1 . . . Sk} ∪ {saddleij}

{//seek further hierarchical structure}
12: for 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
13: Basin Finder(Si, c, Ω)

On a given collection S of grid points (with S initialized



to Smax), Basin Finder calculates the (possibly more than
1) k boundaries of S using the α-convex hull (lines 3-4).
If S is one component, Basin Finder proceeds to identify
a possible hierarchical structure emerging at lower-energy
levels, by decreasing c by δ2 (line 6) and updating the grid
locations that meet the energetic threshold (line 7) before
calling itself recursively (lines 12-13). If instead S contains
k > 1 components with separate boundaries, a basin splitting
event is detected (lines 8-9). The newly identified basins
S1 . . . Sk (line 8) are added to the list Ω (line 11).

Possible saddle points emerging at boundaries of neigh-
boring basins are also identified (line 10) and added to
Ω. The minimum distance between vertices on polygonal
boundaries of different basins Si, Sj is computed, and if this
distance is not above a threshold d th (Si, Sj are deemed
neighboring), the middle point of the minimum-length line
is estimated to be the saddle point saddleij. Basin Finder
terminates when no more grid locations are left (lines 1-2).

For clarity, the pseudocode in Algo 1 does not show
modifications made to lower computational costs. Since the
basins in which we are most interested are in the low-energy
regions of the landscape, computing the dense boundaries
in the high-energy regions is both irrelevant and time-
consuming. So, Basin Finder is adjusted via a cutoff point
c0. If c ≤ cmin + c0, no adjustment occurs. Else, a threshold
n0 is used; if the number of grid points within any basin Si

is less than n0, Basin Finder does not dig further into Si.
The value of δ2 also has an impact on computational

costs. There is a trade-off between keeping computational
costs reasonable and capturing the exact moment when a
basin splits. Rather than always lowering the energy level
by δ2 (line 6), a jump test is first performed by decreasing
the energy by mδ2 for some moderately large m. If the
resulting lower level set at the level c − mδ2 splits into
smaller basins, it means the important moment of splitting
is missed; so, Basin Finder reverts back to c−δ2. Otherwise,
it is concluded that no interesting events occur between the
current energy level c and c − mδ2; Basin Finder directly
moves down to the level c − mδ2 and continues with the
jump test until the test fails. Again, jumps are only applied
for c > cmin + c0, because the computational costs decrease
with c ≤ cmin + c0 (in general, computation time correlates
negatively with c). It is still possible that some very small
and shallow basins can quickly appear and then disappear in
a jump between c and c−mδ2. In this sense, the parameter
m has a similar effect as n0 in terms of ignoring small
basins. This approach recognizes that it is best to apportion
computational costs and thus keep all the details in the region
with energy level c ≤ cmin + c0.

Implementation Details

The values of parameters in Basin Finder are: δ1 = 0.1,
δ2 = 0.3, m = 50, c0 = 200, n0 = 100, α = 0.15
(parameter for α-convex hull), and d th = 20 ·α. Different

values of h are analyzed (see Section III). Basin Finder has
been implemented in both R and python. In the baseline
R implementation, the method takes anywhere from 12-24
CPU hours to complete in a single-processor setting. Slightly
over half of the time is used for the energy estimation. In the
python implementation, the utilization of a bounded-support
Gaussian kernel cuts down the time to estimate energies by
more than two orders of magnitude (for instance, from of
7.5 hours to 80s). Linear savings results from utilization of
multiple processors, as energy estimation is embarrassingly
parallel. The running time of the rest of the method is also
improved by utilizing multiple processors and the jump test
described above, resulting in a reduction by a factor of
3. The employment of a bounded-support kernel, multiple
processors (4 for the results reported in Section III), and the
jump test bring down the running time of the method from
12-24 hours to under 2 hours for each test case.

III. RESULTS

Basin Finder is applied to samples obtained (via So-
PriMp) for the WT (healthy form) sequence and 14 diseased
variants of a human cell growth regulating enzyme, H-
Ras. Two sets of results are related. First, reconstructed
landscapes are visually compared to draw observations into
what mechanisms the different mutations employ to alter
the energy landscape with implications for H-Ras dysfunc-
tion. Second, quantitative descriptors extracted off identified
basins and basin-separating saddles (by Basin Finder ) are
correlated to wet-laboratory measurements to relate alter-
ations of landscapes to biological activities in which H-Ras
participates in the cell.

A. Analysis of the Reconstructed WT Landscape

Fig. 1 shows the reconstructed 2D landscape for the
H-Ras WT, drawing contour lines to indicate the basins
found by Basin Finder and using a blue-to-red color-coding
scheme to denote low-to-high energies. The impact of the
bandwidth parameter on the energetic features is showcased
by juxtaposing the 2D landscapes obtained for the WT at two
different bandwidth values (0.5 and 0.7). At both values, two
large, barrier-separated basins emerge, corresponding (based
on co-location of projections of experimentally-known struc-
tures) to the known On and Off structural states. At both
bandwidth values, the known R- and T-states (PDB ids
3K8Z, 2RGD, 3L8Y) reside within the On basin. The higher
bandwidth value clarifies that these states are smaller basins
with the GTP-activated basin, validating work in [16] that
reports interconversions of these states. Lower bandwidth
values provide more detail, detecting narrow basins, such as
the GTP-activated structures (PDB ids 1QRA and 1CTQ)
occupying their own narrow basin (within the larger On
basin). This basin is smoothed away at the higher bandwidth
value. The hydrolyzed T-state (represented by the structure
with PDB id 3L8Y) sits within the larger, GTP-activated



state at the lower bandwidth value but moves just outside
at the higher bandwidth value. Due to the observation
that bandwidth values ≥ 0.8 remove too many important
energetic features, whereas the high level of detail obtained
when using values ≤ 0.5 makes visualization difficult, all
2D landscapes compared in the rest of the analysis are those
obtained by Basin Finder with a bandwidth value of 0.7.

(a) WT 2D landscape at bandwidth 0.5

(b) WT 2D landscape at bandwidth 0.7

Figure 1: Landscape of WT at two bandwidth values. The
color coding-scheme is based on Amber ff14SB energy val-
ues estimated for every grid point as described in Section II.
Symbols that annotate projections of select experimentally-
known structures are also shown.

B. Comparison of Landscapes of Variants

Landscapes reconstructed by Basin Finder on forms of
H-Ras other than the WT (out of a total of 15) add specific
energetic features. Visual comparison of landscapes, related
below, shows that changes from mutations impact the size
of the On and Off basins, the appearance or disappearance
of basins within basins, the elevation of existing barriers,
and/or separation/split of basins. Specifically, Fig. 2 shows
2D landscapes of representative oncogenic (on the left
panel) and non-oncogenic but syndrome-causing (on the
right panel) variants of H-Ras and visually compares them to
the landscape of the WT (shown in Fig. 1). The comparison
(on the shown landscapes and others not shown) allows
making the following summary observations.

In oncogenic variants, the barrier between the On and
Off basins typically rises (Q61L illustrates this mechanism).
The Off basin shrinks or disappears (see Q61L and F28L).
The On basin splits, separating the R- and T-states (see
Q61L). The rigidification of H-Ras (due to barrier elevation
or shrinkage or disappearance of the Off basin) is validated
by prior work [8]. A novel feature that prior work does not
capture is the separation of the R- and T-states (due to basin
splitting) in oncogenic variants. This, together with wet-
laboratory work suggesting that the R-to-T interconversion
in H-Ras is central to function suggests an interesting
mechanism via which oncogenic mutations percolate to
dysfunction, by essentially disrupting the allosteric switch.

On syndrome-causing variants (right panel of Fig. 2),
degeneracy emerges. The Off basin leaks into other re-
gions, even merging with the On basin and spilling over
much of the landscape (see Q22R). More regions become
energetically-favorable, including a smaller third basin (par-
ticularly visible in Q22R) corresponding to a semi-stable
state that is off the pathway that connects the On and Off
basins. The observed degeneracy suggests an interesting
mechanism for dysfunction via delay of the On-to-Off
diffusion (by diffusions within the Off basin).

C. Mining Landscapes

Quantitative descriptors can be extracted from a recon-
structed landscape. A known state (On, Off, R-, etc.) can be
mapped to the global minimum of the basin containing it,
or alternatively, the location and energy of the known wet-
lab structure representing it; results are similar, so we relate
results with the latter. The spatial distance d(State, Saddle)
is measured via the Euclidean distance in PC1-PC2 space
between the canonical structure representing this state (PDB
id 1QRA) and the On-Off separating saddle point detected
by Basin Finder. The energetic distance dE(State, Saddle)
measures the height of the barrier (E(Saddle) - E(State)).
So, each landscape is summarized with 10 descriptors.

The extracted landscape descriptors are compared to bio-
chemical parameters of several catalytic activities measured
in the wet laboratory on 15 variants [17], [18]. Activities



Q61L K5N

F28L Q22R

Figure 2: Landscapes of oncogenic (left) and syndrome-causing (right) variants (right) are shown. The color-coding scheme
and the symbols annotating projections of select known structures are as in Fig. 1.

include GTP activation, GAP sensitivity, (MEK, ERK) acti-
vation of the RAF-kinase pathway and AKT activation of the
PI3K-kinase pathway, GTP/GDP dissociation, GEF activity
of SOS1, intrinsic GTP hydrolysis, GAP-regulated hydrol-
ysis, and RAF1-RBD binding affinity. We number them
as P0-P9 (P2-P4 for the three kinase pathways). Each of
the 10 biochemical parameters (P0-9) across the variants is
compared to each of the 10 landscape descriptors (extracted
on landscapes reconstructed by Basin Finder) across these
same variants. To allow a correlation analysis, values are
normalized as in [x − min(x)]/[x − max(x)]. Table I lists
all comparisons that result in Pearson correlations ≥ 0.5.

Several insights can be obtained from the results sum-
marized in Table I. Work in [17], [18] reveals that intrinsic
hydrolysis (P7) is higher in the pathogenic variants (over

WT). Table I shows that this occurs due to elevated barriers
(positive correlations), movement of the Off state away from
the saddle point (positive correlation), and movement of
all other states towards saddle point (negative correlations).
This suggests that equilibrium diffusions from the various
states within the On basin to the Off basin directly relate
to intrinsic hydrolysis; thus, this activity is perturbed in
pathogenic variants by changing landscape features.

GAP-catalyzed (as opposed to intrinsic) hydrolysis (P8)
is another activity impacted by mutations. Table I shows
correlations of 0.50 and 0.53 between P8 and Off-to-saddle
and hydrolyzed T-to-saddle barrier height variations, which
suggests a specific role of these states in GAP-catalyzed
hydrolysis. A prior study relating FoldX energies (FoldX
is a protein design algorithm) of specific structures to



Table I: Measured landscape descriptors and biochemical
parameters (reported in [17], [18]) with correlations ≥ 0.5.
T-* indicates the hydrolyzed T-state.

State d(State, Saddle) dE(State, Saddle)
On P7(-0.84), P3(0.53) –
Off P7(0.83) P7(0.58), P0(0.54), P8(0.50)
T- P7(-0.79) P0(0.62)
R- P7(-0.85), P3(0.51) P7(0.61), P0(0.51)
T*- P7(-0.82) P7(0.62), P0(0.54), P8(0.53)

biochemical parameters in [17], [18] could only obtain two
correlations, 0.65 for intrinsic hydrolysis and 0.43 for GAP-
activated hydrolysis [19]. The highest correlations we obtain
are −0.85 and 0.58, respectively.

In addition, Table I shows that spatial and energetic
distances of states from the On-to-Off saddle point correlate
well with parameters measuring GTP activation (P0) and
ERK activation of the RAF-kinase pathway (P3). These
results show that the On and R-states are important for
activation of this pathway, and suggest that the increased
barrier heights between the GTP-activated states and the
saddle point delay activation and so increase the amount
of unbound GTP in pathogenic variants.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel method that automates the
analysis of energy landscapes. The analysis allows relating
mutations to biological activities via dynamics, validating
prior dry- and wet-lab work and revealing novel mechanisms
via which mutations percolate to dysfunction. The results
suggest the approach of an exciting stage where one can
compute and mine landscapes of protein variants to learn
in-silico models of how mutations impact function, as well
as elucidate the role of specific structures and structural
rearrangements in key biological activities.
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